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Abstract

The wellbeing of sexual and gender minorities (SGM) is undermined by widespread homophobia that extends to health systems, and is exacerbated by medical curricula underrepresenting the health needs of this key population group. In 2012, under the auspices of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology at the University of Cape Town in South Africa, a student-inspired curriculum intervention led to the introduction of interactive participatory workshops centred on the health needs of SGM. This paper describes the experiences of two of the workshop facilitators who embraced the risk of introducing an unchartered topic in a student-centred manner, which frequently led to unpredictable events that were challenging. Here, the authors reflect on their own vulnerabilities, which are considered alongside the value of moving through risk to transform present curricular practices and student attitudes, especially in a country like South Africa where prejudice against SGM patients by healthcare providers is well-documented.
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Introduction

Studies have highlighted the effects of homophobia on the wellbeing of sexual and gender minorities (SGM) of all ages and ethnicities (Sandfort et al. 2013; Wilton 2000). Homophobia, the irrational fear and hatred of people who are attracted to the same sex, can lead to discrimination against and stigmatisation of SGM people, which in turn can
lead to social exclusion (Wilton 2000). South Africa is one of many countries where intolerance of same-sex relationships is prevalent, and this is despite one of the most progressive and liberal constitutions in the world (Sandfort et al. 2013). Healthcare providers are not immune to the sociopolitical and legal environments in which they live and work: culture, curriculum and personal values influence healthcare workers’ behaviours (HC3 2016; Kim and Motsei 2002).

Particular health risks to SGMs include a significant burden of mental health issues, HIV and sexually transmitted infections, gender-based violence, substance abuse, chronic diseases such as heart disease and hypertension, as well as the risks associated with hormone treatment and gender reassignment surgery (Muller 2013a; Republic of South Africa 2011; Royal College of General Practitioners 2015; UNAIDS 2016). These risks can lead to higher levels of morbidity and mortality as a result of infections, cancers, and heart disease (Brotman et al. 2002; Rich 2006). In the health system, compared with heterosexual and non-transgender socioeconomically matched peers, SGM individuals are more likely to face barriers accessing healthcare tailored to their needs (AAMC 2014; GLMA 2001). The problem of homophobia impacting on SGMs accessing healthcare is a global one and manifests in a variety of ways, depending on local customs and laws. For example, the criminalisation of homosexuality can make access to healthcare even more difficult (UNAIDS 2016).

This article addresses deep concerns about access to quality care for the SGM population, and looks towards the importance of training future healthcare professionals to better understand and address the health needs of this population. We describe an innovative curricular intervention focusing on the healthcare needs of SGM, and attitudes of medical students towards SGM at the University of Cape Town (UCT), in South Africa, the leading medical school on the African continent (Centre for World University Rankings n.d.). Included is a focus on the educators’ reflective insights about the rocky shores of this unchartered territory. In this paper we choose the more inclusive term of SGM for this key population group in preference to LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex), unless quoting directly from others.

**Matters Relating to the Curriculum**

After the fall of apartheid, UCT adopted an “ethical commitment to … radical transformation of education” (Duncan et al. 2006; Mayers et al. 2006). In the early 2000s, a substantial reworking of the “pre-clinical” curriculum took place. A multi-professional, student-centred, primary healthcare (PHC), problem-based learning approach was adopted. The curriculum content moved away from a purely biomedical model, in an attempt to create more social awareness and unite all healthcare professionals in working together towards social justice, human rights and patient-centred care (Hartman and Seggie 2001). The curriculum was designed in consultation with many stakeholders and professionals, including those from the social sciences—in particular, education specialists.
However, education is not neutral (Freire 2000). Curricular design emerges from the sociopolitical forces that influence institutional culture. Recent protests in South African higher education institutions highlight the urgent need to relook at institutional culture as well as curricular matters in terms of what is foregrounded and what knowledges are silenced. Silences on certain topics transmit an implicit message to students. In their work on the hidden curriculum, Hafferty and O’Donnell (2014, 237; italics in original) refer to the null curriculum as “that which is conveyed when things are not said or done.”

What is not covered in most health professions curricula is SGM-specific health needs, as well as the complexities of different gender identities (Muller 2013b). Most healthcare providers do not know about these issues due to lack of training (Muller 2013a; 2013b; 2015). Research indicates that “providers feel unprepared to give quality care for LGBT patients” (Fallin-Bennett 2015, 550). The complexity and prevailing barriers to including SGM health matters in curricular content is noted by Davy, Amsler, and Duncombe (2015). These include the historical deficit approach and pathologisation of SGM health issues and the variation of educators’ willingness to engage in these discussions, pointing out that teachers responsible for under- and postgraduate health sciences courses “may be either unable or unwilling to include LGBT curricula in complex ways in their courses” (Davy, Amsler, and Duncombe 2015, 140). This unwillingness or inability is due to perceived lack of curriculum time and space, what competencies are valued at the institution and by the professional board, and the degree of resistance from students and colleagues to including SGM matters in the curriculum (Davy, Amsler, and Duncombe 2015, 140). More broadly, political agendas also influence curricula in complex ways (Chisholm 2005). While these challenges remain, the need for improved SGM health provision has been explicitly recognised in numerous areas, and consequently, the need to train healthcare providers in this area is filtering through to institutions of higher education (Muller 2013b; Obedin-Maliver et al. 2011).

**Matters Relating to the Healthcare Professional**

While ignorance about SGM specific health needs on the part of healthcare practitioners resulting from curricular inadequacies is partly the reason for poor experiences of the healthcare system, a bigger challenge is that many SGM patients experience prejudice or frank homophobia at the hands of healthcare providers (HCPs) (Beehler 2001; Eliason and Schope 2001). This can manifest as frank hostility from the healthcare provider, refusal of care and/or being told to access care elsewhere, and verbal abuse such as mocking (Banks 2003; Harcourt 2006). These real or feared judgemental attitudes can alienate SGM people from the healthcare system, and significantly reduce health-seeking behaviour and the uptake of screening programmes (Bateman 2011; Brotman, Ryan, and Jalbert 2002; Cloete, Sanger, and Simbayi 2011; Lane et al. 2008; Muller 2013b; O’Hanlan et al. 1997; Rich 2006; Stevens 2012). Because of these fears, SGMs often do not disclose their sexual orientation to HCPs, potentially leading to
suboptimal care; or at times they need to educate their HCP about their gender identity and/or sexual orientation (Wilton 2000).

Given that up to 10 per cent of the general population identify as SGM, and still more do not identify as homosexual but have same-sex sexual experiences (Herbenick et al. 2010), every doctor is likely to encounter patients with SGM health needs in the course of their career.

**Moving Forward towards Equitable Healthcare**

A critical first step towards achieving improved healthcare for the SGM population is to ensure that gender and sexuality teaching is systematically integrated into curricula for healthcare workers (Muller 2015; Obedin-Maliver et al. 2011). Currently, in the South African health sciences, the dominant pedagogical approach to sexuality is biomedical and developmental, and does not focus on the broader societal context of sexual orientation as a social determinant of health (Bennett and Reddy, 2009). Meyer (2001, 857) emphasises that an understanding of “[health] risks related to social conditions characterised by prejudice, discrimination, and rejection” is equally important to biomedical knowledge.

Several authors have noted the immense potential for strategically designed and integrated teaching about SGM health in HCP training courses, especially with respect to facilitating a critical interrogation of students’ attitudes towards this population (AAMC 2007; Bennett and Reddy 2009). The AAMC (2007), amongst others, has recommended that SGM health be routinely integrated into medical school curricula, (AAMC 2007; Bennett and Reddy 2009; Muller 2015). Below we describe the development of our workshops at UCT as an example of moving from passive avoidance to active respondence to SGM health needs.

**A Case Study at the University of Cape Town Health Sciences Faculty**

A curriculum mapping exercise at UCT in 2012 highlighted the fact that the undergraduate MBChB (medical) and allied health sciences curricula do not adequately address SGM specific health issues, or the impact of homophobia and heteronormativity on access to healthcare. When the topic is taught, it is not systematically integrated throughout the programme (Muller 2013b). For example, only 10 academic educators taught some aspects of SGM health (e.g. HIV in men who have sex with men, HIV and STIs, terms and definitions, disorders of sexual development [e.g. intersex], and gender transitioning) within the MBChB programme, but these were scattered across disciplines and clinical years. There was no SGM health taught in any of the allied health degrees. Chronic diseases, safer sex for SGMs, mental health issues in SGMs as well as stigma, discrimination and social exclusion—crucial predictors of SGM people’s health—were not covered in any of the curricula.
In what follows we describe an intervention in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (Dept O and G) that was initiated as a result of the curriculum mapping project described above. Together with colleagues, we, the authors of this paper, initiated SGM workshops in 2013, acknowledging that “the way to break cycles of implicit bias is to confront them” (Fallin-Bennett 2015, 551 citing the Implicit Bias Review 2014). Our intention was to create a robust pedagogical model with a focus on student-centredness, in the form of a student-led workshop. We chose the Pedagogy of Discomfort as an educational tool and a methodology.

Initially we had three facilitators, each one with a specific role: an academic with years of experience in the field of SGM who helped conceptualise the design by incorporating her content knowledge, and both authors of this paper who worked further with the pedagogical design and facilitated the workshops. The reflections presented in this paper were motivated by our challenges that included facilitating workshops without the content expert at times and as individuals who do not identify as members of the SGM community. Even though we are both experienced facilitators on human rights matters, we felt vulnerable in our relative lack of knowledge. However, the immense value of the workshops as reported by the students inspired us to continue.

Chivaugn is the fifth-year gynaecology course convener, with a passion for social justice and advocacy in her role as a medical doctor and educator. She contributed her expertise in mental health and health professions education, explaining:

I joined the Curriculum Review Task Team in 2012, when I started my teaching job. We had a serendipitous opening in our 5th year Gynaecology course seminar schedule, and thus grabbed the opportunity to workshop this underrepresented topic into our course curriculum. Our department is renowned to be innovative and holistic, and this seemed the perfect fit.

Veronica, with a background in physiotherapy, developed an interest in human rights education when she recognised the disparities between the reality of healthcare practice in South Africa and the very progressive and comprehensive policies and programmes supported by the South African Constitution. She explains:

My few years facilitating human rights workshops with students at several levels in the medical curriculum inspired me to continue treading into the mushy waters of human rights issues in healthcare. My current doctoral research and teaching centres around seeking opportunities and ways to develop socially just pedagogies in higher education.

Delving into Diversity Workshops

In 2013 we began a two-part series for each block of approximately 40 fifth-year medical students. At the introductory session, students were introduced to the topic of SGM health. Included in the programme was a questionnaire challenging heteronormative beliefs (Rochlin 1972) in which students confront their habits of belief.
From a pedagogical perspective, we asked students to write on a “Post-it note” a burning question they had about SGM health with the assumption that these questions would be answered and addressed in further discussions. In the introduction students are exposed to complex situations that illustrate how labelling and boxing people into categories during medical history-taking can be inappropriate in terms of sexual orientation and identity.

Four topics for discussion were specifically chosen due to their apparent absence in the curriculum. Probing questions on each topic were given to the small student groups (approximately 10 students) to go home and research and then present their learning to their peers at a participatory workshop five weeks later. The topics chosen (after much collaborative deliberation) included the following:

**Table 1:** The four topics chosen for discussion during the workshop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Probing questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. SGM inclusive and affirming services</td>
<td>Consider health promotion and prevention strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How do we take a neutral history that will facilitate the disclosure of sexual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>orientation and gender identity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How do we take a sexual history with someone who identifies as not heterosexual?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Social determinants of health for SGM</td>
<td>What are the societal health risks to sexual and gender minorities (SGM)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individuals</td>
<td>How does heteronormativity influence these societal risks?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Specific clinical concerns and needs in terms of mental health / violence in the SGM population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the mental health concerns with the SGM population? Consider different age groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the specific concerns related to chronic conditions and malignancy?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. What are the specific sexual health concerns and needs of SGM people?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the concerns in terms of STIs, including HIV?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What advice do we need to offer for safer sex for people who practice non-heterosexual sex?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To add a touch of fun and entertainment to serious learning, students were encouraged to be creative in their presentations and to experiment with any technique in presenting their information and findings. In the weeks between the introduction and 15-minute presentation, they were expected to read up about SGM health and the associated information. In the two-hour workshop sessions, each presentation was followed by five minutes of class/expert discussion.

Different guests were invited from local health facilities who specialise in SGM health, such as the Ivan Toms Men’s Health Centre, members of local non-governmental organisations such as Gender Dynamix and the Triangle Project, as well as others connected with the needs of SGMs who have been involved in making a difference and bringing about change. Recently, a senior student who openly self-identifies as being gay volunteered to help facilitate the workshops, willingly sharing his personal experiences of discrimination and his expertise in the topic of SGM health.

Below we reflect on aspects of these interventions that could be of interest to others wishing to replicate our workshops, then we move on to student feedback. First, we share our insights from pursuing these pedagogical interventions, second, the moments that glowed for us (MacLure 2010), reflecting the excitement experienced during these workshops that for some students became life-changing events, and third, the many and continued challenges that we have experienced.

**Insights: Reflecting on Our Pedagogical Practices**

Our student population in South Africa is very diverse in terms of demographics and belief systems. As white, privileged heterosexual women we recognised our limitations. We were conscious of not belonging to the SGM community, which may have
compromised our understanding of the intersectionalities relevant to this topic. We did not feel discomforted by our own gender, however, for some students this may have impacted on the way our facilitation efforts were received. Below we consider four poignant questions that surfaced for us.

**Why Did We Take on This Difficult Task That Others Avoid?**

Despite SGM matters not being strictly under the banner of obstetrics and gynaecology, we decided to include this topic in our curriculum because we are both risk-takers, willing to break rules and not conform to the usual. What initially brought us together as co-facilitators was a creative excitement about the potential to fill a vast curricular gap. In terms of working with difficult topics which can lead to dissent and discomfort, Zembylas and McGlynn (2012, 57) claim that “not all teachers can do this kind of work.” The SGM workshops have opened up a curricular space for a hidden topic area. They also opened us up to different pedagogical challenges where we encouraged and accepted discomfort and co-learning for both us and the students.

We came to realise how our past troubling experiences actually equipped us for this work. Chivaugn faced bullying at school as she was taller than her peers, had wild curly hair, was an “academic nerd” and was singularly incapable of any sporting activity. She has learnt to embrace her differentness as a strength in being and becoming a good teacher. Chivaugn’s research interests follow a thread of social responsibility towards vulnerable populations, which naturally include SGM. In her teaching of undergraduate medical students in classrooms and clinics she emphasises empathic holistic care and frequently chooses to push students beyond their comfort zones as a way to foster transformative learning (Boler and Zembylas 2003).

Veronica lives with a visual impairment. Despite the consequent limitations, this situation also acts as a resource to find alternative and different ways for doing and being. In experimenting with different pedagogical tools as a PhD candidate in education she has found value in “staying with the trouble” using theoretical concepts that recognise the entangled relationships that are continually occurring in our becoming-with others (Haraway 2016).

Both our experiences of the workshop, and more importantly the uncovering of those vulnerabilities in front of the students provided a powerful alternative teaching approach that we felt could prepare students better for their own possible vulnerabilities in their future practice. Through our immersion with the students, we shared the experiences and the vulnerabilities with them.
Our Immersion in Discomfort

Our experiences in the workshops varied widely. We chose to avoid an overly predetermined, structured curricular input with clear learning outcomes, rather enabling newness to emerge through students leading their own learning. This brought much uncertainty to us, which led to an additional level of vulnerability that is not reached in traditional teaching practices such as lectures and teacher-led initiatives.

Chivaughn reflected that:

Facilitating these workshops is intense and things can go wrong. As doctors we have the knowledge and authority to solve problems by finding solutions but in these workshops there are many questions that I cannot answer. But that in itself is a vital learning moment. By role-modeling that we understand the limits of our knowledge and experience and that we as “experts” make mistakes, we make vulnerability more acceptable; we acknowledge the value of working together in trusting relationships that make asking for help acceptable as opposed to avoidable.

When I was a student, it was not acceptable to not know, and I was left with the impression that Medicine must be a discipline of perfection; that no patients may ever die; that mistakes are an embarrassment. This sentiment was carried into my first years as a teacher. As a novice teacher, my initial responses to being asked a question to which I did not know the answer were of discomfort and/or defensiveness.

It took years in the profession before I was shown that it was acceptable to be vulnerable, and to not know. Hopefully I am successfully showing my students how to be and become vulnerable without harming themselves or others.

Bullough (2005, 23–4) describes the benefits that teachers may incur if they embrace their vulnerability, as expressed in the two quotes below.

[Vulnerability] is a mood born of a demanding and uncertain environment where teachers confront ever present and constant reminders of their limitations as reflected in the eyes of a disappointed pupil or made public by a grumbling and dissatisfied parent. To be vulnerable is to be capable of being hurt.

Vulnerability is not merely a part of teaching that must be managed, it is also a powerful motivating force behind human development, a determining factor of competence that is dependent upon the existence of the genuine possibility of failing, and, when connected to unpredictability in relationships, a source of much that is delightful and inspiring about teaching. Thus, the burden of vulnerability, when too heavy, may crush one’s hopes and dreams or, in some forms, it may spur a reshaping then a realization of them.

Veronica’s vulnerability in the intervention was also felt despite her years of experience as a human rights facilitator. She was constantly aware and concerned about the
sensitivities that can be provoked in these SGM workshops, as reflected in her observation below:

We have such a range of student needs and positions. I am always conscious of my own vulnerability in possibly unintentionally causing dissent. This sense of holding back was evident from a student’s feedback comment that I received. The student asked for more provocative discussions that could address the deep and relevant issues for some students who experience clashes between their religious beliefs and normalised behaviours in the SGM community.

Our vulnerability extended to the classroom presentations as each student session was a surprise for us. While most students went to an enormous amount of effort in their presentations (discussed below), some did not—for example, choosing rather to “hide behind” existing resources found online (such as videos), which left us feeling that they had engaged only very superficially. This revealed a limitation in the workshop design and instruction, which resulted in a change in the workshop structure at a later stage.

Judgemental attitudes were present and played out in a number of ways in student reflections; for example, some students felt the workshops were unnecessary and should not be compulsory; others wrote in their reflections that they would refuse to see members of the SGM population in clinical practice. Most harmfully, there were times when students voiced hurtful, discriminatory and/or judgemental comments or laughed about the SGM population during the workshops. As facilitators, we perceived our role as requiring us to challenge any misperceptions in a firm, compassionate, educational way that would protect any SGM students, but also not tear the “offending” student down, and thus losing a valuable teaching moment. Managing these conflicts was extremely difficult. At times, these incidents were under our radar and only emerged in the evaluations. Two students responded to the question “what did you not appreciate about the workshop?” in the following ways:

Laughter at things that shouldn’t have be laughed at e.g. atrocious stories [with respect to the incidence of] gay violence.

Some students were still very negative and insensitive.

Some gay students expressed frustration at what they perceived to be the narrow-mindedness of their peers, or felt the workshop was too superficial. Students also despained at some of their colleagues’ misconceptions. One group of students interviewed other individual students on the health sciences campus about their knowledge of the SGM community, and one student in the group reflected that:

[I learned] how many misconceptions are out there AND still (emphasis student’s own) taken up by those in medical school ... The misconceptions and myths seem so far from truth. I couldn’t believe others with my level of education would hold onto them. It shocked me.
How Did We Become Conscious of Our Unconsciousness?

On several occasions we became aware of our own assumptions that altered the paths of our own learning. Below we discuss our preconceived ideas that brought about change, then share the impact of guest interventions and how we came to understand the importance of language in these interventions.

Our assumptions for the intervention were challenged in many ways. For instance, we believed that a safe and respectful space was created for all students by the intervention. As time went on, we realised that not all students found the workshop to be a safe space. Consequently, we had to rethink our approach, and came to better understand the sentiment of Zembylas and McGlynn (2012, 56) who claim that “an ethic of empathy and caring is necessary to provide a safe place for students to examine, challenge, and change their cherished beliefs and assumptions.”

We had to become more sensitive to the fact that there were extreme positions in our student group, from those who identified with the SGM community to others who did not even know what the LGBTI acronym stood for, or were frankly opposed to SGMs. We became more pro-active in setting ground rules and challenging any homophobic comments that could arise. The latter could prove difficult and stretched our skills as facilitators. Having guests to address homophobic comments and preconceived ideas proved enormously helpful. While for some students open conversations with guests about sexual health and sexual acts were welcome, for others it was clearly uncomfortable or embarrassing, especially in the context of religious beliefs, and it was difficult to try and contain these widely varied responses. The following comments are responses to the question “what did you not appreciate about the workshop?”

The discrimination against us who don’t think homosexual (sic) is normal.

Forcing us to think it’s normal.

Some of the pictures of lesbian and gay people kissing.

The guests invited to each student session all identified with the SGM community or worked closely with this key population. A large variety of guests attended over the years and naturally responded in different ways. Their input and presence were always appreciated by the students, however what was particularly needed for students’ engaged learning was to hear personal narratives. For some guests, understandably, it was more comfortable to focus on facts that reflected discriminatory practices than to share their personal lived experiences. In these cases, the majority of students fed back that they would have preferred some lived examples. Similarly, we found very few students willing to express their own vulnerabilities, but when they did, the impact was enormously powerful. The one activist student who came forward in 2017, and joined us as part of our teaching team, initially expressed his disgust at the deficiency of the
undergraduate curriculum, saying “our medical education severely lets down queer individuals.”

Related to this sense of undermining others was the issue of language used to discuss SGM health matters, which can be contentious. One of many student comments was “I realised how easily one can let slip a word or phrase that may come across as offensive to LGBTI patients without intending to offend.” Chivaugn reflected that:

One of the biggest challenges I’ve faced is the unconscious use of what is potentially harmful language—e.g. “they” and “normal.” One group of students wrote and enacted a play about a gay man, chronicling his different life stages and all the prejudice he faced at every phase. The students chose not to cast a stereotypical “queen” as the gay character, which several other groups had done. I congratulated them afterwards for doing this, but put my foot in my mouth—I said “I like that you decided not to cast him as effeminate. You chose to depict him as just a normal guy.” My intention with the comment was to emphasise that stereotypes are not always true; that to decide that someone is gay just by appearances is incorrect. The student himself (who was heterosexual) said to me laughingly, “What's normal?” I was so embarrassed, but I turned it into a teaching moment—showing students how easily we can lapse into heteronormative language and assumptions.

**What Moments Glowed for Us?**

Learning was clearly enhanced by students’ own performances and peer teaching. In medicine there are few opportunities for students to show off their creativity. We were astounded by the imaginative and effective use of different media used by student groups. Students wrote poems, songs, created videos that included themselves and others, role-played different scenarios, and brought their musical instruments to play in the class performance. Interviewing their peers on their views on SGM matters and members of the SGM community indicated a willingness and desire to move beyond the usual classroom practices. One group wrote a comprehensive framework for how to take a history from an SGM patient, and then videoed an enactment of this. These extra efforts just gleamed with advocacy. We felt immensely rewarded that our work was making a difference to students’ learning and hopefully their future practice as caring doctors. There was also evidence in the workshop evaluations of transformative learning moments and the development of new awareness for the need to advocate for SGM.

Examples of students’ response to the question “what did you learn from your preparation for, and presence in this workshop?” are shown below.

I was shocked at how homophobic I was, and I still feel strongly about my views but now I understand that everyone has the right to live the way they want to, I have to relate to that.

I now know how important it is to respect others’ way of living and that my opinions can affect how I treat my patients.
Students’ Reflections

Feedback on the workshop was overwhelmingly positive. The feedback was given first, through the workshop evaluations, which were part of our data collection method, and second, through the post-hoc workshop reflection, which was designed as an educational tool rather than a data collection method. These reflections yielded very valuable information. Common themes emerging from these reflections will be presented below with respect to learning, process, criticisms and suggestions.

Most students’ comments showed some evidence of an improvement in their understanding about the healthcare needs of the SGM community. Even more importantly, there was the move towards transforming previously held assumptions and beliefs about their roles as doctors and responsible citizens. Students commented on how their preconceived ideas, stereotypes and judgments had been challenged and had subsequently shifted. However, a small but significant number showed limited evidence of any shift in understanding, attitudes or prejudices about the SGM population. Their comments appeared to be based on religion, and the teaching that homosexuality is wrong. Some students were extreme in what they said in their reflections; it happened in most workshops. This was troubling for us. Were we sending out graduate students who would refuse to care for members of the SGM population? A consolation for us was that the workshop possibly provided these students with a sensitisation that could stay with them and have a potential for change.

In terms of the impact of the workshop on learning, most students said that they had learned an enormous amount about the healthcare needs of SGM and about their own thoughts and actions that they had previously not had to scrutinise. Some students also developed a new appreciation for the courage of SGM individuals who have to face such societal stigma and hardship.

In the process of preparing and presenting, some students were shocked at the ignorance and disinterest of some of their colleagues. Others felt that we were impinging on private matters that ought not be discussed. Differing religious beliefs impacted on group dynamics, as illustrated by a student saying “[m]y group member summarising our presentation with a religious sentence—that was her personal view and she should have expressed it later, not in our presentation.”

Criticisms towards the intervention included time issues. Students cope with an overloaded schedule and some felt that too much time was devoted to this topic. We also had many students challenging the fact that we were creating a space to focus just on this group of people. Was this unnecessarily boxing an already marginalised key population group? However, with further discussion, most students came to appreciate
the need to highlight SGM health needs specifically. Some students expressed their wish for the workshops to be taught by experts and not peer-led. There was a sense that the student body were not adequately knowledgeable to inform their colleagues. A few students felt that the workshops were too basic and assumed ignorance about SGM matters in all students.

The strongest *suggestions* were to introduce this topic in earlier years, integrate SGM health matters into other disciplinary spaces and as previously stated, to include personal narratives.

**How Far Do We Go in Our Attempts to Promote Transformative Learning?**

In the classroom, when facilitating sensitive topics, we grapple with the levels and degrees of engagement that are appropriate with a diverse group of students. While discomfort is a strategy to work with in social justice, the affective sensitivities are not measurable or evident unless there is an outburst such as a defensive reaction. Knowing how far to push students along their gradient of discomfort in the name of transformative learning was difficult, and we did not always succeed. Each workshop was different. We moved with the flow of conversations realising that we could not anticipate or place pressure on the depth of discussion. We learned that the most important factors that enhanced our ability to facilitate transformative learning in the moment were to be fully present in the space, and to be attentive to subtle cues such as body language, which betrayed group dynamics and individual students’ responses.

The curriculum on SGM healthcare needs was radically changed by our workshops. Since 2018, students have had a chapter on SGM in their course notes, which is examinable. In other words, we are communicating the value of this area by creating a space in the course, and giving students content that is assessed. Ensuring that course content is assessed is crucial in communicating the importance of a topic to students (Tabish 2008).

**Limitations of the Intervention**

Because workshops were student-directed, the topics covered differed in scope and quality, and some students were unsettled by the lack of structure with specific learning outcomes and expressed a desire for a more traditional approach to which they are accustomed. Furthermore, a longitudinal study would be required to determine whether this one-off intervention does in fact contribute to improved healthcare delivery for the SGM population. We acknowledge that there is a minority of students who are unmoved by the intervention, which remains a deep concern for us in terms of their future interactions with patients.
Conclusion

There is a distinct gap in the South African medical undergraduate curriculum in terms of teaching towards SGM healthcare needs. This is also a global issue. Even resources for teaching on this marginalised group have been limited, with a slow trickle now emerging (AAMC 2007; 2014; Ard and Makadon n.d.; Davy, Amsler, and Duncombe 2015).

However, inclusion of content related to the health of SGM is not enough. In this paper we point out the complexity of teaching around sensitive SGM issues in a meaningful way. We describe an innovative intervention at UCT. Our reflections include the motivating factors, challenges and inspirations gained from facilitating these workshops over five years. Most striking is the levels of vulnerability that we faced as educators willing to step into a curricular gap and keen to be part of a process of changing and decolonising past curricular practices.
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